American political activist Ralph Nader gives public speech at King’s on November 15th

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – November 14, 2013

The King’s University College Students’ Council has the pleasure of hosting Ralph Nader to kick off its Speaker Series. Nader is a prominent political leader and activist in North America who will be speaking about how businesses can turn societal change into competitive advantage.

This unique learning experience for students and the public will allow our future leaders to connect with Nader who has had a rich career in political advocacy. Nader is known for his legal and advocacy work which included changing seatbelt laws in the United States and the formation of the Freedom of Information Act. He has also run for American President five times as an independent candidate.

The KUCSC Speaker Series is an important initiative that connects influential members of society with our students, faculty, staff and the public. This is an experience for learning outside of the classroom.

“We are proud that this program can facilitate interaction with prominent academics, political leaders and motivational members of the entertainment community. The KUCSC has the ability to provide King’s students with the chance to both meet and learn from the speakers we bring, which makes the King’s experience so unique,” says Jen Carter, KUCSC president.

The event is Friday November 15, 7:30 p.m. in Labatt Hall Room 105, 266 Epworth Ave, London. Tickets will be available at the door for $5 and all are welcome to attend. Media are invited as guests.
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